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With mutable tastes, trends and preferences, the consumer is shaping the food

industry with an insatiable appetite for change. In this variable industry it is

essential for restaurants, bars, and foodservice providers to keep up to date with

consumer interest and opinion in order to react and adapt quickly.

Social media allows food brands and businesses to proactively spot burgeoning

trends and change, responding with strategies to maximise their custom.

How to best leverage social media?
A recent report from Brandwatch highlights the array of opportunities in the

industry to harness the power of social media.
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As the restaurant, food and beverage industry forges ahead in the share of voice

in social media, there are even more opportunities for those in this industry to

effectively engage with consumers and secure measureable success.

By spotting opportunities and engagement, social media has the power to bring

about growth. Behind every dialogue lies prospects for customer service teams,

community managers, digital marketers, product development and more.

Feasting on Facebook
Based on an average leading restaurant, food and beverage brands’ Facebook

content in one day, effective campaigns are delivered through 1.55 posts,

generating 4,753.37 likes and 134.24 comments. The more passionate the

audience are about the content they consume the more the channel benefits from

the engagement.

Further analysis the food, beverage and restaurant industry Facebook use, shows

that simple image posts perform notably higher than any other content type. This

isn’t surprising considering the rise of the visual in platforms such as Instagram,

Snapchat and the #FoodPorn trend.

Of the top 10 performing posts, 4 of those are introducing a new products or

dishes, 3 are advertising existing products, the rest offering discounts and brand

campaigns.

Twitter takeaways
The report shows that the restaurant, food and beverage industry is generally

effective at communicating and delivering engaging messages to their Twitter

followers.

and drink brands are mentioned the most
with 32% share of tweets. This is compared
to 17% clothing and accessories mentions,
11% of mentions about technology, general

retail and entertainment, with the remaining
percentage from beauty and professional

services.



This shows that on average the industry is creating and maintaining valuable

dialogues between their brand and their consumers, which is key to building a

loyal following of brand ambassadors. Even smaller brands are using Twitter

effectively achieving just over 50 @mentions a day.

Clever deployment of hashtags further enhance interactions such as Coca-Cola’s

#shareacoke campaign which incorporated name personalisation of bottles,

meaning absolutely anyone could get involved.

Which sector is hungry for more?
Quick serve restaurants hold a dominant 57% share of voice for the

various sectors of the restaurant, food and beverage industry. The

QSR share of the overall voice is followed by chain restaurants (20%),

beverages (18%), food manufacturers (4%) and cereals (1%)

respectively.

QSRs such as McDonalds, Burger King and Subway retain a strong majority of the

conversation using Twitter to drive both organic conversations as well as crafted

social media strategies.

For some of these large corporations conversations generated on social media

may not always be positive. Using Burger King as an example, hashtags such as

#deforestation, #climate, and #palm oil were among the top 10 frequently used

hashtags in association with the brand. The way companies listen, understand

and respond to complaints is crucial- getting it wrong could lose custom and

money.

The chain restaurant sector shows thee clear leaders that command the greatest

shares of voice across social media, Nando’s, Applebee’s and Chili’s. Nando’s have

used celebrity endorsements that complement their Twitter audience, alongside

engaging hashtag campaigns about new products and clever tweets around

existing products.

Based on an average day on Twitter for the
industry, 26.32 tweets can generate, 86.32

replies, 511.01 @mentions and 121.74
retweets.
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What can the industry as a whole improve on?
Brandwatch analysis shows there is still scope for improvement in terms of

responding to both praise and criticism. Results show that the 40 industry-

leading brands do not respond to the majority of consumer tweets. Complaints

that tag in the brand name carry only a 29% likelihood of a response from the

brand. Positive tweets that tag in the brand name are less likely to be responded

to with a 23% likelihood. Negative tweets that do not tag the brand name carry a

disappointing 0% likelihood of a response.

From these statistics it is clear that brands are missing out on decisive

conversations that could boost trust, loyalty and ultimately profits. Searching for

mentions of your brand that aren’t using tags could show the consumer that the

brand is prepared to go that extra mile to remedy a consumer complaint. By doing

so not only will you be able to garner more opportunities to engage with

consumers, but attentive customer service could win further business with other

social media users listening into the conversation.

In the public forum of social media, it is just as important to listen into

conversations about the food industry as it is to create them. Through listening in

not only could you spot a new trend, but seize an invaluable opportunity to

engage with more consumers, helping you to stay ahead of the competition.

Will you be listening in before posting on social media?
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I thought I knew. Now, I am not so sure.

I always thought I would always celebrate an Artificial Intelligence victory as

a triumph of the human mind. I felt that way when Deep Blue won against Gary

Kasporov in 1997. I was young and earnest.

Recently, I watched the contest between the smartest player on planet earth, Lee

Sedol, for the ancient game of “Go” and a computer algorithm from the stable of

Google, AlphaGo.   AlphaGo won the game 4-1. My left, logical brain rationalizes

 man vs. machine contest as a human victory irrespective of outcome. My right

brain is not so sure. 

Karthik Rajan
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Intuition is our (human) hack and we have not figured out how it works. We just

know it works inside us. Newspapers have a way of hijacking us with their

headlines. Has intuition been mastered by a machine? Or is it just hot

air in the media? Here is my narrative in a story format. (I always dreamt of

converting a complex topic that means something to humanity and humanize it

into a simple, engaging story.)

The setting

Two players are seated across each other with the board game, “Go” staring in the

middle. Lee Sedol has the Korean flag in front of him. The other player makes the

moves that AlphaGo recommends. The flag in front is United Kingdom’s Union

Jack. AlphaGo is Deepmind’s baby, a UK company acquired by the Google family.

This setting repeats itself for all the five games. The roller coaster of emotions and

how it panned out is in the diagram below, inspired by Kurt Vonnegut’s story

narrative.

articles) started whispering the big I word
(no, it is not an Apple product) that the

computer has made forays into - Intuition.  



What did the computer actually do? 

 A story about a student comes to mind. I heard this when I was young. This

student always wanted to study at Wharton and get an MBA. So, he made a trip to

Philadelphia, took a picture in front of Wharton and kept it in front of his

computer from his high school days. When I first read about this story, what

stuck me was his clear goal in his mind that was reinforced by a visual in front of

him! He did not  know how exactly, but he did it - he graduated from Wharton

with an MBA.

This is exactly what this AlphaGo did – at least in my opinion. It was trained by

games of the past and was primed like a horse with blinkers. This is something we

have come to expect machine learning to do – image search in Google being a

great example.

What was interesting about AlphaGo is that it has special blinkers that let the eye

have a wider periphery to evaluate multiple track options (like levers for changing

tracks for trains). AlphaGo has the mental stamina to visualize the likely outcome

(like the student with the picture) for different tracks and assign odds. In the

process, it imagines its own games and self learns from its own creations!

Unlike Chess, it is not practically possible for the Alphago to simulate every

Being a better bean counter, AlphaGo won
the first three games and the fifth. That

makes the fourth game, the game that Lee
Sedol won interesting.



conceivable path- apparently there are more alternatives than the atoms in the

observable universe. So, it approximates the odds based on samplings of paths.

Being the human genius [that] he is, Lee found one lone path that was hidden in

an unlikely route. After winning that game, he was given a standing

ovation. The celebration after the game spoke about how the world

felt and which side our hearts are leaning in to find solace.

Like many of us, deep in my heart, I was getting sentimental for a human win. My

father used to say in half jest, “As you grow older, you get more sentimental as

you have more to look back.”

 What It Means for you and me: Our Intuition And Google Branding.

 All I can share with certainty is one thing the games accomplished. In terms of

branding – the company called Alphabet had the biggest (indirect) advertisement

to draw the “algorithmic” geeks who give it the continued intellectual edge. Lest

this small detail gets lost, among the folks in the audience was Larry Page, CEO of

Alphabet and aptness of the computer program name AlphaGo and their sublime

(and subliminal) marketing becomes apparent. The war on technical talent is

on and Alphabet is the clear winner today.

Mankind vs. Machine may be been the apparent debate. I believe intuition is still

in the hands of the humans with all our frailties. All the machines have done is to

self learn for problems where the goals are clear and quantifiable.

Talking about intuition and LinkedIn - your instinct tells you not to connect

with a connection request and you still give them the benefit of the doubt. And

within 10 minutes they send you a pitch for a million dollar scheme and their

For some of us, goals are at best a moving
target. For many of us, life floats by like a
wanderer on earth. For chosen few, they

walk this earth pretending that they know all
their goals ahead. Scenarios, the computers

can chew on. Until then, intuition is the
prerogative of the humans.



personal email and you lightly hit your forehead with your palm for not listening

to your intuition.

And I remember the evocative words of legendary author and poet Maya Angelou,

“People will forget what you said, people will forget what you did, but people will

never forget how you made them feel.”

I will always remember how the games in Seoul made me feel and like many of

you, I will go about my life after that - as a wanderer on earth with my own

purpose (so you want to be successful?). Goal is another story.

Interested in your thoughts in the comment section. Please share as

you deem fit through your social media channels. 

----

Karthik Rajan

I enjoy writing at the intersection of analytics and human relationships.

If you have any technical content that you want to reach wider audience in

engaging ways, Reach Out here or @KarthRajan (Twitter)

If you liked what you read, please add your thoughts in the comments below and

sign up for my "connect the dots" short story-letter at this link.
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That is what makes us human and
interesting- just like the great Lee Sedol who

fidgets in his seat when he is on the clock
while the other side works with machine like
precision. In those moments, I can relate to

Lee Sedol.
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